Realistic limits of perovskite solar cell efficiency
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Abstract
The perovskite solar cell (PSC) is one of the most dramatic inventions in the field of photovoltaics in the
last half century. The device has rapidly risen from a few percent to efficiencies of over 24% [1] in little
over a decade. This rapid development is due in part to the wide family of perovskite absorber and of
electron and hole tranport materials available which yields great flexibility. The flip-side of this profusion
of materials is the challenge in establishing achievable performance potential of real devices. This paper
therefore presents a study of the perovskite solar cell materials and applies numerical modelling techniques
to evaluate the most promising materials combinations and their efficiency potential. The preliminary
device structure is a simple three-layer design consisting of hole transport layer, perovskite aborber, and
electron transport layer, on a glass substrate in a p-i-n or “inverted” configuration. A range of materials for
these layers is compared and contrasted for this polarity. The structure is then generalised to more complex
designs featuring protective buffer layers which prevent damage to the perovskite absorber layer, and two
dimensional perovkite layers which have been shown to improve perovskite material stability. The realistic
efficiency potential of the materials considered is discused in the context of the common radiative
efficiency limit. The study concludes by recommending promising materials combinations for high
efficiency PSC compatible with cost effective indutrial fabrication method for single juntion and for
multijunction device design in the context of H2020 Solar-ERANET project BOBTANDEM [2]. This work
contributes to define efficiencies achievable in this materials systems, both for single junction and
multijunction devices which are of great societal interet for cost effective renewable power generation.
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Figure 1 Full set of layers considered in this case
on a Si substrate of interest for tandem structures.
Defect ditributions are included in absorber and
tranport layer materials and interfaces.

Figure 2 Band structure simulated by two
dimensional modelling (Silvaco ATLAS)
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